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Trane Expands its Residential Air Conditioning Portfolio
Launches Three New Air Conditioning Units



Premium Hi Wall (HW5 Series), Premium Hi Wall Inverter (IN6 Series) and
Concealed (CN2 Series)models added to the portfolio
Aesthetically designed, technologically superior and also equipped with high quality
heat exchangers to maximize performance and reduce power consumption in every
season

New Delhi, 14th March 2018: Trane, a leading global provider of indoor comfort systems
and services and a brand of Ingersoll Rand, today expanded its residential air conditioning
portfolio by launching three new products in India- Premium Hi Wall (HW5 Series),
Premium Hi Wall Inverter (IN6 Series) and Concealed (CN2 Series).
Sharing his thoughts on the development Mr. Sanjeev Seth, Country Leader - Climate
Solutions -Trane & Thermo King, India Territory & SAARC Markets, API SBU at
Ingersoll Rand said, “At Trane we have always been committed to bringing our best
products to India for our customers. HW5, IN6 and CN2, are geared to address the
burgeoning residential and SME’s market. The new products blend in energy efficiency,
top notch cooling and cutting edge design elements to appeal to the refined tastes and
demanding expectations of our customers. The expansion in our product portfolio is a
testament to the strong traction our products have received in India. The new range will be
available across our showrooms in India and we are optimistic of receiving a healthy
response”
Product Information:
 HW5- Premium Hi Wall Unit:
o Elegant Design , Aesthetically appealing with Curved Edge Design
o Low noise with silent mode
o Refrigerant leak deduct – safety feature which gets enabled when the unit
deducts leak of refrigerant and switches the unit off
o Electric fire proof box for safety



IN6 Series- Premium Hi Wall Inverter: Is one of the industry’s most efficient
variable speed air conditioner, with a high energy efficiency. In additional to all
100% copper components and design aesthetics, this model comes with
condensers optimized for optimal output making it capable to operate even in High
ambient conditions.
o Elegant Design with “Silver Edge” Contour Design
o Eco mode for power saving
o Reliable at High ambient
o Low noise with silent mode
o Refrigerant leak deduct – safety feature which gets enabled when the unit
deducts leak of refrigerant and switches the unit off
o Electric fire proof box for safety



CN2- Concealed: Trane Concealed air conditioners are installed in the ceiling
which blends with the interiors thereby giving it an unobtrusive look of central air
conditioner. The outdoor units of a concealed air conditioner can be installed
remotely up to 50 meters horizontally and 30 meters vertically. Its technological,
aesthetic and year round performance with high air flow makes it fit for large
showrooms, hotels, shops, resorts and offices. It is also equipped with high quality
heat exchangers that maximize performance and reduce power consumption in
every season.

For more information please click www.traneindia.com
Trane is a world leader in air conditioning systems, services and solutions. Trane helps
customers succeed by providing innovative solutions that optimize indoor environments
through a broad portfolio of energy-efficient heating, ventilating and air conditioning
systems, building, contracting and energy services, parts support and advanced controls
for homes and commercial buildings. Trane serves engineers, contractors and building
owners on all continents and in an array of markets including education, healthcare,
government, industrial/manufacturing, data centers, lodging, retail and commercial real
estate.
###
About Trane, a brand of Ingersoll Rand
Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable
and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club
Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality
and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; and
increase industrial productivity and efficiency. Ingersoll Rand products range from
complete compressed air systems, tools and pumps to material and fluid handling
systems. The diverse and innovative products, services and solutions enhance our
customers' energy efficiency, productivity and operations. We are a global business
committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results. For more information,
visit www.ingersollrand.com or www.ingersollrandproducts.com
Trane solutions optimize indoor environments with a broad portfolio of energy efficient
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems, building and contracting services, parts
support and advanced control. Trane, a global leader in heating, ventilation and air
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conditioning systems (HVAC) has launched a range of Interactive Air conditioners &
Interactive electronic locks for the India market. Trane has launched products powered by
the innovative ‘Trane Interactive Technology’ for Indian consumers by offering new levels
of home comfort and security. For more information visit www.traneindia.com
About Ingersoll Rand in India
Ingersoll Rand is committed to India and is implementing strategies for product innovation
and design for Industrial Technologies; Food Safety; Energy Efficiency and Sustainability.
The company is based out of 21 locations in the country. Ingersoll Rand believes that
Innovation for emerging economies is critical for products to succeed in these markets.
The company has two world class manufacturing facilities at Naroda and Sahibabad; and
Engineering and Technology Centers at Bangalore and Chennai. Ingersoll–Rand (India)
Limited is listed on the National Stock Exchange of India and the Bombay Stock
Exchange. For more information, visit www.ingersollrand.co.in
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